
NaturalNews’ Mike Adams asks anti-GMOers to kill scientists, supporters of crop
biotech

Science journalist Keith Kloor has been following the latest in a long string of deranged postings by
natural/alternative medicine products huckster Mike Adams, the self-proclaimed ‘Health Ranger.” In his
Tuesday post, in Mike Adams, Monsanto, Nazis and a very disturbing article, Kloor explains how Adams
literally appears to have gone off the psychological deep end, calling for a mass uprising against
agricultural biotechnology, including killing–yes, murder–of anyone–scientists, policy official or
journalist–that wants to give the emerging technology a fair shake.

NOTE: GLP’s Jon Entine has written an article on  Mike Adams in April, 2014 that apparently irked 
the Health Ranger.

As Kloor writes in a follow up commentary on July 24: “The article was accompanied by Nazi imagery and 
horrible pictures of the Holocaust. Adams equated Hitler’s propagandists with today’s media outlets and 
journalists who “have signed on to accelerate heinous crimes being committed against humanity under the 
false promise of ‘feeding the world’ with toxic GMOs.” 

NOTE: Here is link from wayback machine to the inflammatory Mike Adams post that he since 
removed.

NOTE: Here is the Genetic Literacy Project profile of Mike Adams.

“As if this wasn’t bad enough,” Kloor writes, “Adams then chillingly suggests (his emphasis)…”

that it is the moral right — and even the obligation — of human beings everywhere to 
actively plan and carry out the killing of those engaged in heinous crimes against 
humanity.

“This creepy, disturbing rant has taken a darker turn,” Kloor adds. “Today, I woke up to an update posted
by Adams:

After this story was first published, someone has indeed launched a website that appears to be
inspired by a suggestion from this story. The Monsanto Collaborators website lists the names
of journalists and publications that the site says have contributed to the agricultural genocide of
GMOs, comparing the 250,000+ suicides caused by GMOs to “genocide” and the Holocaust.

“Yeah, we can guess who that “someone” is,” Kloor writes. “This update by Adams singles out Jon Entine
and the ‘Monsanto Collaborators’ website lists a number of publishers and journalists, including myself.”

Here is Kloor’s reactions to Adams first deranged post.

http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/collideascape/2014/07/22/mike-adams-monsanto-nazis-disturbing-article/#.U8_MKvldVJB
https://geneticliteracyproject.org/glp-articles/most-dangerous-anti-science-gmo-critic-meet-mike-adams-conspiracy-junkie-runs-alternative-health-empire/
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/collideascape/2014/07/24/mike-adams-elevates-ugly-anti-gmo-campaign/
http://web.archive.org/web/20140725171529/http://seedfreedom.in/biotech-genocide-monsanto-collaborators-and-the-nazi-legacy-of-science-as-justification-for-murder/
https://geneticliteracyproject.org/glp-facts/mike-adams/
http://www.naturalnews.com/046097_biotech_genocide_Monsanto_collaborators_media_sellouts.html
http://monsantocollaborators.org/
http://monsantocollaborators.org/


*******************************

I really thought Mike Adams couldn’t write anything more possibly deranged than he already has at his
Natural News website. (Readers of this blog have seen a freaky side of Adams.) Jon Entine has the scoop
 on his editorial output and alt-med empire. Entine’s piece, which Forbes cravenly took down (after Adams
threatened to sue), asked if Adams was the “most ‘dangerous’ anti-science GMO critic?”

That was meant as a rhetorical question, since Adams spouts all manner of outrageous misinformation on
GMOs. But after reading the latest piece on GMOs by Adams, I have to wonder if he is literally dangerous.
Here’s the title of his piece:

Biotech genocide, Monsanto collaborators and the Nazi legacy of ‘science’ as justification for
murder

Here’s how it starts:

(NaturalNews) Monsanto is widely recognized as the most hated and most evil corporation on
the planet. Even so, several internet-based media websites are now marching to Monsanto’s
orders, promoting GMOs and pursuing defamatory character assassination tactics against
anyone who opposes GMOs, hoping to silence their important voices. … All of them are
Monsanto collaborators who have signed on to accelerate heinous crimes being committed
against humanity under the false promise of “feeding the world” with toxic GMOs.

He goes on to talk about Nazi collaborators and how this history has a modern-day parallel:

Today, a number of once-independent media sites are selling out to corporate interests and
quickly becoming Monsanto collaborators. This is readily apparent by noticing which media
sites attack Dr. Mercola, the Food Babe, Jeffrey Smith, the Health Ranger or anyone else
fighting against the scourge of GMO genocide against humanity. These attacks all have one
thing in common: they are orchestrated by paid biotech muckrakers — people I call “Monsanto
collaborators.”

But towards the end is where this rant turns really disturbing:

Interestingly, just yesterday German President Joachim Gauck celebrated the lives of those
brave Nazi officers who attempted to assassinate Adolf Hitler in 1944. Their attempted Wolf’s
Lair bombing failed, but it was an honorable attempt to rid the world of tremendous evil by
killing one of the people responsible for it.

http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/collideascape/2014/05/16/mike-adams-aka-health-ranger-wants-respect/#.U87HLigwL18
https://geneticliteracyproject.org/2014/04/01/most-dangerous-anti-science-gmo-critic-meet-mike-adams-conspiracy-junkie-runs-alternative-health-empire-more-influential-than-us-government-websites/
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/collideascape/2014/05/16/mike-adams-alt-medicine-purveyor-calls-health-ranger-threatens-sue-forbes-writer/#.U87IwigwL19
http://www.naturalnews.com/046097_biotech_genocide_Monsanto_collaborators_media_sellouts.html


This official ceremony sends a message to the world, and that official message from the nation
of Germany to the rest of the world says that it is the moral right — and even the obligation 
— of human beings everywhere to actively plan and carry out the killing of those 
engaged in heinous crimes against humanity.

Adams bolded those words for emphasis. What do you think he’s suggesting there? Maybe Dr. Oz could
ask him the next time he invites Adams on to his show.

Here is the GLP follow on this story.

Read the full, original article: Mike Adams, Monsanto, Nazis and a very disturbing article

https://geneticliteracyproject.org/2014/07/28/fbi-turns-up-heat-on-mike-adams-as-health-ranger-fiasco-widens-plus-adams-archive/
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/collideascape/2014/07/22/mike-adams-monsanto-nazis-disturbing-article/#.U8_MKvldVJB

